
 

For organizations using the Partner Complete platform, 
Partner Next now supports: 

Damage Assessment 

 Create & edit records 
 Attach photos from device camera or photo roll 
 View photo attachments 
 Get assignments  
 Sync records when connected to a network 
 Work disconnected when without a network 

Right of Way Vegetation Management 

 Create & edit records - individually or on a Trace 
 Create Area records by drawing 
 Attach photos from device camera or photo roll 
 View photo attachments 
 Get assignments  
 Sync records when connected to a network 
 Work disconnected when without a network 
 Selecting a Group highlights all records in the Group on the map 
 Selecting a Group accesses Group summary 

Live Publish 

 Synchronize and display Live Publish KML data imported on desktop 
 Select and view associated data on Live Publish items 

Other Improvements new to this version include: 

Distribution Inspection  

 Attach photos from device camera or photo roll 
 View photo attachments 
 Create and re-inspect records not associated with a mapped item 



 Ride Out records created in the desktop application are visible and accessible in Partner 
Next 

 Removed the ability to Delete or Archive a synchronized record 

Map Viewing Platform  

 Added context sensitive Wheel menu to map selection 
 Moved context based actions to Wheel menu 
 Copy Data action now available for configured Live records 
 Added the Tool selection button in support of Live products 
 Added the Tracing action, Find Protective Device 
 Improved per Edition licensing for Live modules 
 Improved Location Services to prevent app crashing 
 Improved messaging when hiding a Live mapset 
 When included in a map selection, Live types are preceded by their product name 

abbreviation (e.g., DI, ROW, DA) 

Known Bugs 

  On iPhone, iOS 10 causes the following issues with PN v3.4: 
o The Quick bar buttons stack on top of each other on start up. They correct when 

the device is rotated. 
o The Tools button disappears after selecting a tool. It is no longer visible or 

selectable. Shutting down/restarting the app restores it. 

 

 


